Class of 1977
Bruce Jacobs
Doris Lindberg

Class of 1982
Glenn Davis
Jeffrey Fine
Cynthia Heath
Steve Jones

Class of 1987
Allyson Cowin

Class of 1992
Sally Specht Browning
Amy Dove
Steve Rosenblum
Eric Selig
Sondra Tennessee

Class of 1997
Judge Nimrod Chapel Jr.
David Jinkins

Class of 2000
Zane Cagle
Jason Flower
Ieshia Gray
Ivan Poullaos
Todd Snyder

Class of 2007
Robert Bosslet
Michael Cherba
Michael Delman
Michele Gardner
Timothy Hodits
Lacy Fields Keune
Omar Malik
Jenny Walters
Brian Wolfe

Class of 2012
Joanna Cornwell
Tiffany Ellis
Farbi Noorani

Class of 2017
Wei Zhu

Class of 2021
Shin-Ru Cheng
Melinda Church
Justine Craig-Meyer
Dave Francis
Bryan Fulcher
Hannah Gallagher
Krystal Lucado
Nella Maria Porter
Aryeh Rosenfield
Jamil Samawi
Yuan Song
Boyuan Wang